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PREFACE 

As part of its research and development mandate, the National Institute of 
Justice designs field test programs based on research findings. The know
ledge and action goals of the Field Test Program are: 

• To add to the knowledge base in law enforcement and 
criminal justice. 

• To develop information on the effectiveness of specific 
criminal justice practices. 

• To contribute to improved policy-making in the areas 
being tested. 

• To identify those criminal justice pr.actices in need 
of further developm2nt. 

• To generate hypotheses for further research. 

Each individual field test is an experiment, conducted in a limited number 
of sites, to determine the effectiveness of a concept or program strategy 
under controlled or quasi-experimental conditions, and to assess the trans
ferabilityof the concept to other jurisdictions. 

The goal of this particular field test is to develop and assess the utility 
of a comprehensive differential resJ;K>nse system for managing the calls for 
service function of police departments. The design consists of program 
elements that will be uniformly implemented in three city police departments 
in the 100,000 to 500,000 population range and €'laluated by the National 
Institute. This test has three primary evaluation objectives: 

• To assess the impact of a differential response system on 
police practices. 

• To assess the impact of a differential response system on 
citizens. 

• To assess the transferability of the program. 

Each site selected ~o develop and implement the field test will be required 
to adhere to the administrative guidelines and program components detailed 
in this document. Both process of development and implementation as well 
as effects of the field test will be evaluated by the Institute in accord
ance with the experimental evaluation design contained in this document. 
Si tes will be chosen on the basis of the selection cr iter ia presented in 
the final section of this document. 

i 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Rationale for Managing Citizen Calls for Service 

The increased volume of citizen-initiated call~ for service in recent years, 
coupled with strained police budgets, has made it increasingly difficult for 
police' departments to respond to all callI':; for service in the traditional 
manner of sending out a patrol unit as quickly as possible while maintaining 
their current level of activity in other areas. Depa,rtments have attempted 
to meet. these competing demands through various approaches, all Qf which 
share the common objective of developing more efficient means of allocating 
aV::lilable resources. These approaches include computerized communications 
systems to simplify and expedite public access to the police, computerized 
resou~ce c.llocations ,?lans, and efforts to return more officers to patrol 
duty. 

The National Institute of Justice has been actively involved in this search 
for ways to improve the efficiency of various aspects of traditional patrol 
practices, and has sponsored two previous field tests in related areas: The 
Managing Criminal Investjgations Test t.::.Jght to increase the efficiency of 
the investigation process by various techniques, including expanding patrol 
officer involvement in investigations. The Managing Patrol Operations Test 
sought to increase' directed patrol activities by systematically matching 
deployment to workload conditions. 

The field test exper iences in both of these programs, along with findings 
from other research efforts, has made the NIJ cd tically aware that the 
efficiency of patrol is dependent on the efficiency of the calls for service 
function. Improving the management of this function is not only necessary to 
provide departments with sufficient uncommitted time to perform non-calls for 
service activities, su~h as directed patrol or increased involvement of 
patrol officers in the investigative process, i:-ut equally important, is 
essential to assure that departments can rapidly respond to the' increaSing 
number of critical or emergency calls for service. 

1 
Sumrall ~t al., Differential Police Response Strategies Study, Bir-

mingham Police Department and Police Executive Research Forum, 1980, p. 
2. 



The cur rent workload diff iculties faced by many departments stem from three 
prevalent premises underlying the calls for service function. First, it is 
necessary to respond to virtually all citizen calls for service by sending 
out a patrol car~ second, most calls cannot be delayed and must be answered 
as quickly as possible~ and third, responding to calls for servize takes 
precedence over other activities performed by natrol officers •. These 
traditional beliefs are based on the assumption that rapid field response is 
necessaLY in order to apprehend suspects, secure evidence, locate witness~s, 
reduce injuries, and assure citizen satisfaction. 

However, this devotion to rapid response is questionable for two reasons. 
First, in light of rising levels of calls for service, many departments are 
simply unable to respond to all calls immediately. As a result, departments 
are forced to stack calls during peak periods, including critical calls which 
r.equire an i~~ediate response. Yet, oftentimes f citizens are still promised 
that a patrol unit will be sent immediately. When the patrol unit is not 
forthcoming, citizen satisfaction may be jeopardized. Further, patrol 
officers may be forced to reduce the amount of time they spend on resoonding 
to some--often cr itical--calls for service. Equally important, officers 
may.b~ ~req~ently interrupted from performing essential non-calls for service 
actIvItIes. 

Second, there is now a growing body of research and some program experience 
which challenges t~le belief. t.hat rapid mobile response 1s the most appro
priate way to respond to all calls for service. This literature suggests 
that greater efficiency can be achieved in the calls for service function and 
other areas of police activity through the implementation of differential 
response systems which use call classification and prioritization techni~ues 
in applying a broad range of response strategies to (~lls for service. 

Various studies on the composition of calls for service have shown that only 
a small percentage of calls received by the police (approxlmately 15 percent) 
are for crimes in progress or medical emergencies wh·ere a rapid mobile 
response is thought to be necessary to prevent or treat injur ies or illness 
or to attempt to arrest suspects. The remaining 85 percent of the calls 

2 Gay et al., Improving Patr)l Productivity, Vol. 1, Routine Patrol, 
Prescriptive Package, Nationa:'.. .1.nstitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, 1977. 

3A crucial finding in the Managing Criminal Investigations (MCI) Field 
Test was that in the test sites where the calls for service function placed 
constant demands on response units, police departments were unable to assign 
patrol officers to continuing investigations and could not provide sufficient 
time to patrol officers for initial investigations. .The Managing Cr. iminal 
Investigations Program Design recommends improved call screening procedures 
as an essential element for future MCI approaches. Greenberg and Wasserman, 
Managing Criminal Investigations, Program Design, National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1979. 

2 

are either crime incidents which are no longer in progress, and where sus
pects or evidence are unavailable r or non-crime related calls. Many of the 
non-crime related calls can be handled by various non-mobile responses. And, 
many of the crime related calls do not requir~ an immediate mobile response, 
but rather can be delAy~d for a certain period of time or can be handled by 
non-sworn officers. It has been suggested that roughly 30 percent of the 
calls for serv ice ~an be handled by non-mobile alte:natives and 5i percent of 
the calls for serVIce can be handled by delayed mobIle response. 

Further support for the ut Hi ty of differential response strategies comes 
from research on the effectiveness of rapid response on crime related 
incidents. The Kansas City Response Time Study, for example, found that 
rapid response led to an arrest in only 3.7 percent of the Part I offenses 
",ampled. On scene arrests for discovery (no~ 1n progress) crimes, which 
comprised 62.3 percent of the sample, were rare. . 

Moreover, the tradi tional notion that ci tizens expect an immediate mobile 
response to all calls for service has also been called into question. 
The findings fram several studies suggest that citizens are willing to acc~pt 
delayed responses for certain calls provided t.hat they are informed of an 
estimated arrival time and the officer arrives within the designated time. 
Pate's study on police response time indicates that the single most important 
determinant of citizen sa.tisfaction is the difference between citizen expec
Lations of police response time and citizen perceptions of actual police 
response time. If response times are no longer than exp~cted, they can be 
qui te long wi thout reducing ci tizen satisfaction. However, i f·response times 
are longer than ex~ected, satisfaction is reduced even thouqh actual times 
are fairly short. Also, the Differential Police Response Strategies 
(DPRS) survey of citizen attitudes showed that for certain calls for service, 
citize~s are wil~ing to a~cept various non-mobile responses sU9h as telephone 
reportIng, walk-In reportIng, and referrals to other agencies. 

These findings suggest that police departments can exercise considerable 
flexibili ty in designing alternative approaches for responding .... 0 ci tizen 
calls for service without jeopardizing the traditional objectives of assist
ing the sick and injured, app:ehending suspects, and assur ing citizen satis
faction. Through the implementation of differential response systems, 
departments should be able to systematically manage the calls for service 
demand and ensure that critical calls are answered immediately. 

4 
Gay et al., OPe cit., Ch. 3. 

5 
Kansas City Police Department, Response Time Analysis, Ex~cutive 

Summary, National Institute of Law Enforcement L1.~d Criminal Justice, 1978. 

6 
Pate et ale , Police Response Time: Its Determinants and Effp~ts, 

Police Foundation, 1976, p. iii. 

7 
Sumrall et al., op.cit., p. 71. 
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B. Current Use of Differential Response Systems 

Although rr,any police departments use some alternative respo!)se strategies :or 
11s for service few departments have Jeveloped comprehens1ve 

certain ca '" h th f 11 rar.1e of possible responses 
~ifferen,tdial dre;~n~~eSY:~:~s r~~:h~~ citeiZe~ call~. The imp1ement~tion of 
1S conS1 ere - four 1 ts These elements l.nclude: 
such a system is dependent upon e emen • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Call Classification Schemes 
Departments must devise ways of classifying ~alls ba~ed 

information critical to subsequent :'.l1spatch1nq 
~~cisions. Two types of information appear to be 
critical to determining reasonable responses: the 

t of the incident and the time of occurrence. The 
na ur e "1 'se to 
classification scheme must be suff1c1ent Y prec1 
make fine distinctions among calls; the, w~der the ~ange 
of responses, :;:he greater the prec1s 10n requ1red. 

Response Alternatives , 
Departments must determ1ne the appropriate ~e~~o~se 
for each of the categories ill the call cla~slf1cat~on 
scheme. The range of responses includes immed1ate mob~le 
response, delayed mobile response" an~ non-mob1~e 
responses such as telephone reports, ma1l-1n and walk-:-1n 
reports, and referrals to or responses by other agenc1es. 

Training and Supervision of Communications Personnel 
Training and supervision of communications, person~el 
are essential to ensure that they collect 1nformat10n 
from ci tizens necessary to eval ua te each ca~l ~or 
service and assign it to the appropriate pr10r1ty 
category and adhere to department policy on response 

alternatives. 

Non-mobile Response Capability , 
Departments must assign personnel ~o handle non-moblle 
responses such as telephone report1ng, walk-in report
ing, mail-in reporting, and referrals. 

4 

1. Current Call Classification Schemes in Police Departments 

The DPRS survey indicates that l , while 71 percent of the surveyed departments 
make some attempt to prioritize calls according t6 the urgency of the 
situation, these classification schemes make only general distinctions 
be tween- calls that obviously require an immediate mobile resp:mse and those 
for which mobHe response can be delayed. In many departments, the calls fOg 
service workload is still handled on a first come, first served basis. 

Many departments also classify calls for service in terms of signal codesc~. 

which reflect legal categories set by state statute or local ordinance. 
While these codes are theoretically designed to highlight the nature of each 
call for service, in practice they subsume a var~ety of different situa
tions, each of which may requl[e different responses. Further, in many 
departmental schemes, large numbers of calls are~assigned to a miscellaneous 
or unclassified category. 

The reliance on signal codes, as well as the importance attached to r<,lpid 
response, results in compleint operators collecting minimal information from 

-citizeus before passing the aall on to dispatchers. However, sevenll studies 
have shown tt.at the type of information collected by complaj.nt operators has 
sigr.ificant implications for the decision-making of dispatchers ,cmd p:1trol 
officers. The dispatcher's selection of the appropriate response strat,~¥ is 
constr icted by the meager information collected by the operator. '·>1n. 
turn, the information provided to patrol officers by the dispatchers infll1- . 
ences not only the responding officers' preparation for appropriat,1 respom~e 
at the scene of the incident, but their reporting behavior as well. . 

2. Call Intake Procedures 

The importance traditionally attached to expeditious report taking and 
dispatching is also reflected in the way in which compli:lint operators and 
dispatchers are prepared to carry out their jobs. The DPRS study survey 
found that complaint operators and dispatchers received little training or 
supervision. Thirty-one percent of the departments provided no training to 

9Ibid ., p. 30. 

10 Antunes and Scott" Calling the Cops: Police Telephone Operators 
and Citizen Calls for Service, ~Indiana Uni7er~!ty, 1980. 

llpepinsky, "Police Patrolman's 
of Research in Crime and Delinquency, 
33-47. 

Offense-reporting Behavior," Journal 
Vol. 13, No.1, January 1976, pp. 

5 



operators, while 25 percent of the departments provided no training to 
dispatchers. Departments which trained compla iot operators and' dispatchers 
provided only a minimal amount. Also, operators were seldom given'much 
guidance on how to respond to calls for service. Only 35 perce(lt of the 
departments gave telephone operators wr itten instructions on how tC(deal with 
varying types of citizen calls. Only 41 ,pe,rcent of the departm~rts ~sed 1 ~ 
standardized set of questions to ask c ltlzens who requested ~serVlce. 

The limited training, supervision, and guidance provided to cqmplaint opera
tor s and dispatchers, coupled wi th the \I/idespread u~r of civtlians who often 
have little knowl,:,dge of police practices, result. in their exercising con
s iderable discretion in determining the type of responses citizens will 
receive. 13 Studies have shown that ,commUnications perBonnel cope with 
their largely unguided discretion by sending out a patrol unit to the major
i ty of calls. As Antunes and Scott note, this res,>onse enables communica
tions personnel to "shift the ultimate deci~;ion about what action should be 
taken to the officer dispatched to the scene who presumably will have more 
information about the particular !ncident, arid in any event is professionally 
trained to make such decisions.,,1 

The lack of supervision and training also influences the manner in which 
operators interact with callers. Antunes and Scott found that complaint 
operators were often terse and abrupt wi th ci tizens, and unless specifially 
asked, provided little information to citizens on the nature of the 'police 
response. Citizens were not informed on the length of time they would have 
to wait before a unit would arrive and often were not provtged with explana-
tions for police unwillingness to respond to certain calls. , . 

12 Sumrall et al., OPe cit., p. 32. 

13 The DPRS survey found that 44 percent of the departments exclusively 
employ qivilians as dispatchers and 64 percent of the departments exclusively 
employ civilians as operators. Ibid., p. 31. 

14Antunes and sco~t, OPe cit., p. 28. Maxfield found that the switch 
fran sworn to civilian dispatchers in San Francisco in 1972 resulted in an 
increase in the number of patrol cars dispatched and a decrease in the number 
of calls handled over the phone. Civilians were less likely to resolve the 
situation themselves than sworn officers who had training and street exper
ience. Further, patrol officers frequently refused calls from the civilian 
dispatchers asking for reassignments, and civilians more frequently granted 
their requests, resulting in an increase in service times for incidents. 
Maxfield, Service Time, Dispatch Time, and Demand for Police Services: 
Helping More by Serving ~ess, Indiana University, 1979, p. 8. 

/ , 

15 
Antunes and Scott, OPe cit., p. 30. 
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3. Use of Alternative Response Strategies in Police Departments 

The DPRS survey indicates that only 20 percent of the departments send a 
sworn officer t.o all calls for. service. The remaining 80 percent of the 
departments use some type of alternative response mechanisms such as delayed 
mobile response. (71 percent), telepllo.le reporting (62 percent), s,ttftion house 
reporting (54 pert!ent) and appointmellt scheduling (25 percent). However, 
these responses ::a:re only used for a small proportion of calls for service. 
Few departments have systematically applied the full range of alternative 
response strategies to the full range of citizen calls. 

Antunes and Scott "s analysis of police responses to ca,lls for service in the 
metropolitan areas of Rochester, St. Louis, Tampa, and Sl, Petersburg further 
confirms the frequent use of mobile response. Overall" a patrol unit was 
promised for 49 percent of the calls. A unit was promised in over 70 percent 
of the calls about violent crimes, interpersonal conflicts, public nuisances, 
suspicious circumstances, nonviolent crimes, and medical assistance. Refer
rals to outside agencies and i~~ernal units of the police department were 
made in 15 percent of the calls. . 

C. Effectiveness of Differential Response Systems 

Since s9 few police departments have implemented comprehensive differential 
response systems, and even fewer departments have undertaken rigorous evalua
tions of their efforts, there is a paucity of informat.ion on the effective
ness of these procedures in managing the calls for service demand. To date, 
empir ical documentation on U,e impact of differential response procedures is 
limited pr imarily to evaluations undertaken' on programs in the Wilmington, 
Delaware and Kansas City, Missouri Police Departments. 

,The Wilmington Police Department has undertaken two projects in recent years 
to increase their efficiency in managing the calls for service demand. The 
first project" the Wilmington Split-Force Experiment, involved two compon
ents: a patrol compon~n~ and a communications related component. in the 
patrol component, patrol resources were divided into two units: a basic unit, 
responsible for responding to calls for service, and a structured unit, 
responsible for undertaking directed activities and, if necessary, responding 
to critical calls for service. The communications related component involved 
three procedures. The first procedure involved the implementation of a 

16 
Sumrall et al., OPe cit., p. ~5. 

17 
Antuop.s and Scott, OPe ciL, p. 23. 
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prioritization scheme for classifying calls for service. Three priority 
designatlonswere used: in-progress calls, which required an immediate 
response=by e,ither the basic or structured unit~ basic patrol cr itical calls, 
which-required a response by the first avaiJ.:able basic unit~ and basic 
patrol, which required ,an eventual response by the basic unit. The second 
procedure involved th~ dispatch of calls on a first come, first served 
basis within each of the three priority designations, irrespective of ~hether 
t.he calls originated in the unit's dE'signated response secto-r~ The third 
procedure involved formally advising" callers if responses to non-;-critical 
calls for service were to be delayed, and the amount of time that- it would 
take for the patrol unit to arrive. When all basic uhits were busy, callers 
were informed that their call would be delayed for 30 minutes. 

The findings from the evaluation of the Split-Force Experiment provide 
varyi~g levels of supp0fst for the effectivenss of the three communica7' 
tions related,pr"'ocedures. The study indicates th~t: 

• Complaint takers and disr'atchers were often confused 
about the three priority designations. They tended 
to categorize calls for seI;vice as either critical or 
non-c r it ical. Howeve r , the:) delay time (t ime between 
the receipt of a call and the dispatch of a unit) and 
travel time were shorter for cr itica1 calls than for 
non~critical calls, demonstrating that the department 

,-' 
was able to respond appropr i.:ltely to these requests. 

• The first come, first served dispatch witt'rin each prior-
i ty designation had both positive, and negative effects,;; , ' 
Although it resulted in decreased delay time_s;;tnd ~~:::c:::::>o 

creased workload imbalances among units, it increased 
travel time and increased inte!;sector dispat.ches. As a 
result, response time waG unchanged: Th~ increased 
number .of intersectordispatches had an adverse effect on 
patrol off icers who felt a lack of sector identi ty sihce 
calls we.-!: dispatched to the first available unit;; 
regardless of which sector the call ,originated in. 

• The formalized delay procedure was implemented with 
some success but was often underutilized. The evaluation 
suggested that greater use of the formalized delay 
procedur es could serve to r educe the lack of sector 

, identity mentioned above which resulted from the firs.t 
came, first served dispatching procedures. 

18 
, Tier. et al., An Alternative Approach in Police Patrol: The Wilming-

ton Split-Force Exper iment, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Cr im·· 
inal Justice, 1978. 
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• Analysis of citizen s;;tHsfaction wi:th the formalieed 
delayed resp-l;;'se, based on telephone d~rveys of a salilple 
of .!=esidenh. who had called for police' service on a 
non-cr i tical matter before and dur ing' the program r 

indica,ted that citizens were just as satisfied with a' 
response time of less than 10 minutes as they were with a 
response <time of 20 minutes, provided that they" were 
advised of the de,lay. ',' 

The second pr oject,Manrlgement of Demand for Police S~rvices, 'undertaken a~;a 
follow-up to the Spli't-Force Exper iment, sought to fur ther increas!=! the 
efficiency of the cai'ls for service response/{by implementing are_active' 
system of managing calls for service. This sy'stem involved the U?3e of call 
prioritization techniques ,.a.~9 a range of responses, including immediate 
respons,~,~=<::cf<?,r'!laHze?;'::;d'eTa~ea:niobile respoI}se, including the us~ of:::appoin.j::-:,::::",,_:~ 
m.~nt'T,esponses by f~eld un~ts~ and non-mqbile responses, inclUding referrals,- ,
teleJ!>hone reporting based- on a call.,.:~6ack system,.,,~.a:nd walk-:i,I}. reporting. 
Prehminary, unpublished findings f7'Piri' the .E!y~lua.t:1on ofthis"'::-proj,:ct indi-
cate that the department has met •. it$ overall objeqtJyes"'of decreasing th~ 
nu~p~r of complaints dispatched t9 the Basic' Unit by 20 percent and decreas-
ing the number of basic patrol ur/its by 20 percent. These findings ineicate 
that the managing demand for service concept j.s yiable and productive, but 
also that it may be utilized to a greater extent. 19 

.~- ' 

The Kansas City, Missour i Pol~ceDepartment i.mplemented a call prioritization 
system as part of its Directed Patrol Project to ensure that uncommitted 
blocks of time were avaiiable for directed patrol assignments. Under the 
call pr ior itization system, call intake personnel screened incoming calls for 
service in terms of three response alternatives: immediate response, delayed 
response of up. to 40 minutes for 'non-emergen6y calls, and call di'lersioi'! for 
non-urgent calls including walk-in reporting, telephone reporting, and 
referrals to other agencies, The effective~ifS of these procedures' was 
evaluated by the Kan~as City Police Dp _Jartment. ' 

The findings on the use of formalized de.i.::yp:ar-allel those of the Wilmington 
Spli t-Force Experiment. A total of 10~2' percent of' the calls for service 
were delayed, for an average oJ 22 minutes. While the use of delayed 
response assured patrol u~}_t,:'availability for< emergency calls dtlr ing peak 
workload periods, the .. ev.aluationindicates that the percentage of calls 
handled by delayed responsE: wa.s smaller than or iginally anticipated and that 

19 
Presentation by Dr. Michael Cahn, Public Sys·t,ems Evaluation at NIJ 

Special National Workshop on Research Methodology"and cCr iminal Justice 
Program Evaluation, March 17, 1980. 

20. " .' . " 
Kansas C~ty Police Department, Directed Patrol Project, ~inal Evalua-

tion Report, January - December 1979, Kansas City Police Department, 1980. 
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the percentage of calls handled in this manner could be increased. Analysis 
of da~a on walk-in and telephone reports, which accounted for 26.8 percent of 
alJ reF-orts handled, yielded similar findings. While the use of these two 
alterr.atives resulted in a time savings of 32,124 hours, equivalent to 17 
patrol man years, an analysis of the types of calls handled by walk-in 
and telephone reports indicates that there is a greatpr potential for the 
expanded use of these strategies. The evaluation suggE::sted that continued 
success of the three alternatives is dependent upon the ability of dispatch 
personnel to screen incoming calls for service and to determine the appro
pI' ia te response. 

D. Research Questions for Testing 

Although these studies provide varying levels of support for the utility of 
differential response systems involving call prior itization technique'; and 
alternative response strategies as mechanisms for managing the calls for 
service demand, they also raise numerous questions for future research: 

• First, the optimal use of alternative response techniques 
has not been demonstrated. While it has been suggested 
that as much as 55 percent of the calls for service can 
be handled by delayed mobile responses and 30 percent of 
the valls for service can be handled by various non
mobile responses" the available evaluations indicate that 
the percentage of calls for service handled by these 
responses is much lower. 

• secon~, it has yet to be determined what types of alter
native response technin'..Ies are appropr iate for what types 
of calls for service. 

~ Third, it is not clear what procedures are necessary 
1:,0 increase the use of alternative techniques. T+: has 
been'p<)inted out that lhe call classificatiol"' schemes 
...... hirh are based on existing signal codes do not provide 
suf~icientfnformation to determine the appropriate 
police response .',lUso, it appears that communications 
personnel are not adequately trained to use these simple 
call classification schemes, let alone more sophisticated 
models. Both of these factors may contribute to the 
underutilization of alternative response techniques • 

.. Fourth, in light of the limited use of comprehensive 
differential response systems, minimal attention has been 
focused on theiricmpact on police patrol practices. 
Fur ther, information is needed on the extent to wh ich 
patrol resources devoted to responding to calls for 
service can be decreased and l!sed for non-calls for 
service actjvities. Information is also needed on patrol 
officer aCCf!ptance of alternative r.'.:spo.nses. 
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• Finally, the costs of implementing 'altrrn.:1tive response 
techniques have not received adequate attention .. t<1hile 
it has been suggested that alternative responses will be 
less costly than the traditional responses of sendinq out 
a mobile unit, the anticipated savings must be we ighed 
against the costs of training communications perso~nel 
and other affected personnel in the new procedures, in 
assigninq additional personnel to carry out the non
mobile techniques, and in terms of citizen attitUdes and 
patrol officer acceptance of the new response techniques. 

In light of the current need of police departments to improve the efficiency 
of ~h~ management of the calls for service function, and the need for fUrther 
emp~r l.cal do~umenta tiO? ,on the impact of different. ial response systems on 
J?OIl.ce ~ractl.ces and cl.tl.Zens, the National Institute of Justice is support
l.?g, a fl.~l~ ~esl::. .Of a comprehensive differential response system for managinq 
cl.tl.zen-l.nl.tl.atea calls for service. This test will be administered under 
controlled conditions involving the random assignment of non-critical calls 
for service to traditional and new response alternatives. (As will be 
discussed in later sections of the Test Design, if a citizen refuses the 
alterna.tive ,response called for under the exper imental design, the department 
Sho~ld provl.de tne LYPe 0f response requested by the citizen.) The specific 
actl.on goals and scope of Lhe test effort are described in Section II of this 
docu~ent. Section III preser.ts the proqrammatic components of the test and 
Sectl.on IV, the evaluation issues to be addressed. The implementation 
schedule and site selection criteria can be found in Sections V and VI, 
respectively. 
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II. GOALS AND SCOPE OF THE FIELD TEST PROGRAM 

A. Action Goals 

There are two pr imary action goals of the program to be field tested and 
several objectives associated with each goal. 

The first goal is to increase the efficiency of the management of the calls,) 
for service function. Through the implementation of a comprehensive differ
ential response system, it is expected that departments will be able to 
rapidly respond to the increasing number of critical or emergency calls for 
service and have sufficient uncommitted time to perform non-calls for service 
activities. The objectives associated with this goal are: 

• To assure that calls for service of greater urgency 
receive priority treatment~ 

• To reduce the rate of non-critical calls for service 
handled by immediate mobile responses~ 

• To increase the rate of non-critical calls for se-rvice 
handled by delayed mobile responses~ 

• To increase the rate of non-critical calls for service 
handled by non-mobile responses~ and 

• To increase the amount of officer time available fol. 
non-calls for service activities. 

The second goal of the program is to maintain or improve citizen satisfac- j 

tion. In many departments, call intake personnel fail to provide sufficient 
information to citizens on the nature of the police response for their calls. 
Citizens are often not informed that their calls will be delayed, but rather 
promised a patrol car immediately, and are not informed of the length of time 
it will take a patrol unit to arrive. As part of this test program, communi
cations personnel will receive training and supervision to ensure that 
citizens receive adequate explanations on the nature of the police response 
and to ensure that the designated response is delivered. It is anticipated 
that these activities will facilitate citizen satisfaction with the differen
tial reS~0nse program. Objectives associated with this goal are: 
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• To provide satisfactory explanations to citizens at 
call intake on the nature of police response to their 
calls~ and 

• To provide satisfactory responses to citLzens for resolv
ing their calls for service. 

B. Scope of the Test Program 

---- ---- ---- --- ----

Participating departments will engage in a variety of activities for the 
purposes of de:veloping and implementing a differential response system. It 
is anticipa_ted that the implementation of the differential response system 
will, over time, reduce the number of calls for service which are dispatched. 
As such, departments would have increased patrol resources which could be 
used for addressing crime and service-related problems. This freed up time 
could be used for various directed patrol options, including crime prevention 
activities, such as community education, security surveys, target hardening, 
and property marking techniques~ crime deterrence activities, such as satura
tion patrol and field interrogation~ criminal apprehension activities 
including decoys and stakeouts and suspect identification~ and involvi~ 
patrol officers in the investigative process. 

However, departments are strongly encouraged not to undertake formal new 
programs for using the freed up time dur i-ng the field test period. This 
limitation is suggested for three reasons. First, it is expected that 
the full field test period would be required to ensure that findings regard
ing calls for service patterns and resultant workload reductions are valid 
(for example, changes in the calls for service workload might OCcur as a 
result of seasonal variations). Second, new programs might jeopardize 
achievement of the goals of the programs. For example, a new community 
education program might result in an increase in the volume of calls for 
service and thus reduce the extenc. to which efficiency in the calls for 
service function can be achieved. Finally, new programs might confound the 
evaluation of the differential response program. For example, it would be 
diff icult to determine whether changes in levels of citizen satisfactjon are 
a result of the differential response system or of other new activities. 
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III. PROGRAM COMPONENTS OF THE FIELD TEST PROGRAM 

Overview 

This section describes the administrative guidelines and activ~ties tv be 
undertaken for the development and implementation of a different1al :.esponse 
system in the departments selected to implement the field test. The differ
ential response system ultimately involves the use of: 

• 

a new call classification scheme to categor ize calls for 
service along certain dimensions~ 

the application of a range of response techniques, includ
ing immediate mobile responses, delayed mobile responses, 
and non-mobile responses; and 

various changes in call intake procedures, including the 
est?blishment of an Expeditor unit to handle the bulk 
of calls which are elig ible for non-mobile responses. 

The development and imptementation of the differential response system will 
be accomplished by undertaking three sequential pr?9r~ c~~nen~s:, , 1) 
development of a differential response model for class1fY1ng clt1zen-1n1t:at
ed calls for service and for determining the types of response alternat1ves 
for call categories~ 2) development of a differential response system c~pa
bility~ and 3) implementation of the differential response syst~m. The f1:st 
two components will be addressed dur ing an eight month pre-:mplementat:on 
per iod and the third component will occur dur,ing ~ ten m~nth 1mplementatlOn 
period. The implementation schedule is summar1zed 1n Sect10n V. 

As noted in the Introduction and explained more fully in Section IV, Evalua
tion Issues, the differential response· system will be administered, u~der 
controlled conditions, involving the random assignment of non-cr1t1cal 
calls for service to traditional and new response alternatives in order to 
determine the effect of the program on police practices and citizens. The 
implications of the evaluation for the development and impl:ment~tion ?f th: 
differential response system are also noted in the follow1ng d1Scuss1on o~ 
the program components. 
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A. Development of a Differential Response Model 

Implementation nessitates first that depaLtments develop a differential 
response model. The model includes three elements: developing a classifi
cation scheme which will enable calls to be categorized along certain 
dimensions; determining the types of response 3lternatives~ and determining 
the appropriate response alternative for ~ach call category. 

Departments participating in the test program will be required to implement a 
call classif~cation system that is uniform across sites and will be required 
to implement similar types of responses for similar categories of calls. 
This level of uniformity is necessary to ensure that the field test provices 
an adequate basis for determining the comparative effectiveness of the 
differential response program in multiple settings. The evaluation findings 
of this field test will be strengthened under this approach since if there 
are consistent results in all sites, they provide complementary evidence 
of the effectiveness of the selected approaches. If the elements of the 
model are not implemented with a suitable degree of uniformity and the 
evaluation findings are inconsistent, it will not be possible to determine 
whether the findings are a function of unique site character istics or the 
variation in the program components • 

Following grant award, the managers of each police department will engage in 
a joint planning effort to obtain consensus on a uniform call classification 
scheme and on the types of responses to be used for given categor ies of 
calls. To facilitate this planning process, a technical assistance contrac
tor will provide consultant services in the area of organizational develop
ment. The issues to be addressed during this planning effort are discussed 
below, according to the elements of the differential response model: 

1. Call Classification Scheme 

In order to determine the appropr iate police response for the full range of 
citizen-initiated calls for service, the classification scheme must be 
sufficiently precise to make fine distinctions among the calls for service, 
and thus, must be based on information which will permit communications 
personnel to determine the dynamics of the specific incident. Current 
classification schemes based on signal codes do not provide this level of 
information. While the particular call classification scheme to be used in 
the field test cannot be specified at this time, the scheme to be developed 
by the three departments will include, at a minimum, two types of information 
--the nature of the incident and its time of occurence. 

The DPRS study, which included the development of a model [or classifying 
calls, provides some guidance on the dimensions that departments might 
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consider for classifying calls in terms of the nature and time of occurrence. 
This project suggests that in determining the nature of the incident, three 
factors need to be considered. The first factor is whether an incident has 
already happened or potentially could happen. For example, a call for a 
prowler who could be a potential robber is more important from the standpoint 
of the req~+rement fQr a quick response than a burglary that has already been 
committed. The second factor is whether the incident involved property 
or persons. This categorization reflects the two basic distinctions made by 
criminal law and provides the police with some idea of the type of event they 
~dll be handling. The third factor is whether the call is of a service 
nature. These calls could involve minor cr imes or simply the provision of 
some for:n of assistance. Based on these three factors, eight categor ies of 
incident types ar e suggested ~ These include: major personal inJury; major 
property damage/loss; potential personal injurY1 potential property damage/ 
loss; minor personal injury; minor property damage/loss: other minor crime: 
and other minor ncn-crime. As indicated by the developers of this classifi
cation scheme, however, these are not the only factors which departments may 
consider pertinent. Other factors could include the age of the victh, the 
geographical location of the incident,. or cw.s from different types of 
institutions (i.e., schools, banks, hospltals). 

The time interval between the occurrence of the incident being reported and 
the actual report to the police department is also an important element in 
determining the appropr iate police response. Many incidents are reported 
hours or days after the incident occurred. In many of these cases, the delay 
in citizen reporting of the incident negates the value of immediate mobile 
response. Even for certain calls which are in-progress, immediate mobile 
response may not be requir ed. The DPRS study e: ugges ts thr ee time in tervals 
by which incident types could be divided: in-progress: proximatev defined as 
those incidents that occurred less than one hour before the citizen contacted 
the department: and cold, defined as reports received more than one hour 
after their occurrence. 

By considering the various dimensions regarding the nature and time of 
occurrence of incident, it is expected that the police managers in the test 
sites will be able to develop a uniform call class if ication system wl:ich 
will be acceptable to all parties. Consensus will be necessary regard
ing the definition and number of incident categories included in the classi
fication scheme: the types of calls which fit into the classification 
categories: the number of time categories to different~ate calls ~ithf~ the 
incident time categories: and the definition of the tlme categorles. It 

21 Sumrall et al., OPe cit., p. 52. 

22 Ibid ., p. 51. 

23While it is expected that agreement on a uniform call classification 
scheme will reouce the number of calls which are classified as miscellaneous, 
it is recognized that a certain percentage of calls may remain unclassified 
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is recognized that the percentage of calls for service wi thin the various 
categories in a uniform call classification scheme might vary across the 
three selected dep2rtJ1l~nts based on the current nature of the calls for 
service workload. However, as previously noted, a uniform call classifica
tion scheme is necessary in order to facilitate cross-site comparisons among 
the departments. 

2. Types of Responses for Managing Calls for Service 

There are three basic classes of responsp-s. and additional options for each 
class of response which can be considered in developing a differential 
response model for calls for service. These are as follows: 

• Immediate Mobile Responses 
one vs. two officer units 
one or more units 
sworn vs. non-sworn personnel 

• Delayed Mobile Responses 
In addition to the options specified for immediate 
mobile responses: 

calls would be delayed for a set period of 
time 
calls would be responded to by scheduling an 
appointment with the citizen 

• Non-Mobile Responses 
telephone reports 
referrals to other agencies 
mail-in reports 
walk-in reports in res?Qnse to police direction 
La response 

The selected police departments will be required to implement the three basic 
classes of responses. However, the departments will have so~e ·latj,tud~ in 
choosing among the various options under each basic class of rnsponse. For 
calls requiring immediate mobile rpsponse, it is anticipated that the depart
ments will vary regarding the use of sworn versus non-sworn personnel, one or 
more units and one vs. two officer units. Decisions regarding vehicle 
preference (i.e., first come, first served, irrespective of the beat where 
the call or iqinated) may also vary across the departments for these calls. 

due to diff~rences among the cities. This percentage should be kept to a 
minimum lev~l, to be 1etermined jointly by the managers from the three 
departments, and to be monitored as part of the study. 
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For calls requiring delayed mobile .res~nses, th~ depari-.rents ~ill be ex
pected to respond to these L:alls Wl. thl.n 30-40 ml.nutes. It l.S. strongly 
encouraged that these call~5be responded to by the car assigned to the beat 
where the call or ig ina ted. However, if the call can not be responded to 
within this time frame by the beat car, cars from other beats should be 
dispatched so as to prevent a delay period exceeding 30-40 minutes. Depart
ments will have latitude regarding whether to use appointment scheduling in 
which a mobile unit would respond to a call for service at an appointed 
time. If appointment scheduling is used, the maximum delay time would not be 
applicable. 

For calls requiring non-mobile responses" all departments will be expected to 
implement a mini~um of three response options. Two of these options, tele
phone reporting and referrals to other agencies, will be uniformly implement
ed in each selected department. Departments may vary on their choice of 
a third option or additional options, such as walk-in reports or mail-in 
reports. 

3. Matching Calls for Service with Selected Responses 

The three police departments will be required to agree to a certain level of 
uniformity regarding the types of responses which will be used for given 
categor ies of calls. Consensus should be obtained among the departments on 
the types of calls requ~ring immediate mobile responses: delayed mobile 
responses~ and non-mobile responses. This level :>f uniformity is necessary 
to ensure that similar categor ies of calls receiv2 the same class of re
sponse. However, it is recoqnized that there may De departmentc:l circum
stances which necessi~ate .different responses for similar categories of 
calls. For example, a department which has the capability to process and use 
evidence may place a higher priority on sending a patrol ~git to a delayed 
burglary report than a departm£..nt wi thout such capability. The extent to 
which this variation will occur will be addressed in the planning effort. 

24This time frame is based on the findings reported earlier on citizen 
satisfaction on formalized delays and the sugqest Lon that patrol officers 
need at least 30 minutes of uninterrupted time to take any constructive 
preventive crime measures (Gay, op.cit., p. 74). However, if this time 
frame is not feasible, it may be nlodified in negotiations between NIJ and the 
tf~St si tes. 

25The preference for assiqnrnent of the beat car for· calls requir ing 
delayed mobile response is based on the findinqs reported earlier on the 
Wilmington Split-Force Experiment. 

26 
Sumrall et a1., op.cit., p. 70. 
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Although a level of uniformity in matching calls for service with selected 
responses will be required, the individual departments will have latitude in 
selecting the particular response options under each of the three ba:~1c 
classes of responses for given categories of calls. For example, drawing on 
the DPRS study classification. scheme of incident types, a call which has been 
categorized across the sites as proximate,minor property damage/loss! might 
be handled in one police department by taking a telephone report, ·while in 
another department, the same call might be handled by requiring the citizen 
to walk-in to the police department to file a c'eport. 

For illustrative purposes, Figure 1 presents an example of a format for a 
differential response model (the classification categories are those develop
ed by the DPRS project). The XiS indicate possible responses for calls which 
have been categorized !1y nature of the incident and the time of occurrence. 
By the end crf the p1anuing process, it is expected that the test sites will 
devise a similar model based on their joint judgments regarding the type and 
number of classification categories and type of responses for given categor
ies of calls. 

B. Development of a Differential Respr: .~ Capability 

Fol1m"ing the development of a differential response model, the selected 
departments ~i1l undertake a variety of planning, training, and data collec
tion activities to prepare for the implementation of the differential 
response system and to facilitate the evaluation of the program. This 
component includes eight elements. 

1. Revise Call Intake Procedures 

Implementing a differential response system is obviously a more complicated 
process. than the traditionaL practice of immediate mobile response for all 
calls for service, and as such, wilfrequite-signif.iccmtchanges in the call 
intake procedures in communications. 

The use of a differential response model places increased responsibility on 
c..omplaint operators and dispatchers. The current devotion to immediate 
mobile response usually requires that complaint operators collect minimal 
information from citizens to classify the call according to signal codes 
before passing the information on to the dispatchers. Under a differential 
response system, complaint operators will be required to collect an expanded 
range of information from citizens in order to evaluate each call in terms of ,) 
the dimensions of the call classification scheme--nature and time of occur
rence of the incident and other appropriate criteria--and assign each call 
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to the appropr iate classifiqation category. Based on t..'1e sE:l.ected depart-
mental response strategies' for qiven categories of calls, the complaint 
operator will also have to inform the ci ti:?:en of the appropr iate response. 

A differential' response systerr. v.'ill also place' increased responsibility on 
dispatchers who must ensure that departmental policies regarding the handling 
of emergency calls are carried out. Di$patchers will also be required to 
manage the calls wh ich are being handled by delayed mobile response to assure 
that departmental policy regarding the length of time a call will be delayed 
and citizen expectations are met.Participc:'\ting departments will be required 
to closely lJloni tor dispatchers' adherence to departmental policy in these 
areas. 

Participating departments will be expected to undertake several procedures to 
ensure that call intake personnel ate adequately prepared to implement the 
differential response techniques. First, departments will be required to 
devefop:written guidelines on the new call classification procedures. 
Second, departments~'wi±Ln_e~ to review the types of information currently 
collected by complaint operators to determine how much additional information 
will be requir~:l to classify calls along the dimensions determined through'" 
the planning process. Third, departments will be required to develop a set 
of standardized questions to facilitate the classification of calls-,:and-;. 

"c~"thereby enable complaint operators JO quickly determine which calls require 
an immediate,mobile response. F6urth, departments will be required to 
develop standardized explanations for informing citizens of the appropr iate 
response. Finally, departments may need to develop new call intake forms to 
address the elements of the call classification scheme and to facilitate the 
evaluation- of the program. (Program requirements for. facilitating the 
evaluation are discussed on pp. 24-25.) The technical assistance contractor 
will assist departments in addressing the first four areas. 

2. Training of Call Intake Personnel 

Following J.he development of the call intake procedUres, the technical
assista.nce contractor .. will assist in the development of training for commun
ications personnel o~ the new proce9J1;:~~'-' The training will focus on commun
ication skills, includinqhow to ask the standardized questions for cortlplaint 
evaluation and instructions for classifying calls -'2cco'rding tp .. the uniform 
cCi,Uclass-lfication scheme. ' 

3. Pre-Tes1:ing of Call Intake Procedures 

Following the tr aining sessions, canplaint operators will pre-test the new 
call classification techniques for a short time period, but will still 
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respond to calls for service in the department's traditional mannec. 
Comp~Laint operators will use the standardized questions in their conversa
tions wi th ci tizens; "/ill classify each call in terms of the dimensions of 
the uniform call classification scheme; and will record the appropriate 
information on each call using the new call intake forms. This pr~ ·test 
period will provide the complaint operators with the opportunity to indicate 
any operational problems regarding the new call intake procedures so that 
apprc.pr iate modifications can be made. In addition, observation of complaint 
operator-c i tizen conversations will be unde.:taken dur ing this per iod to 
ass~re that operators are properly carrying out the new procedures. 

It is anticipated that the three elements described above will be completed 
by the end of.the second month of the program period. 

4. Data Collection and Analysis of Citizen-Initiated Calls 
for Service 

Over the next six months, complaint operators will classify citizen-initiated 
calls for service according to the new call classification procedures in 
order to establish baseline data on the calls for service workload. However, 
during this time period, they will still respond to calls for service in the 
department's traditional manner. The establishment and subsequent analysis 
of these baseline data will serve several purposes. First, it will enable 
the departments to accurately determine the volume and nature of v-,riouE 
types of calls received over various time periods and the percentage of calls 
which will be handled by immediate mobile response, delayed mobile response, 
and non-mobile response. Second, this data base will permit departments to 
.:! ,termine the required organizational changes to respond to calls according 
to the new proc€dures, including, for example, whether adjustments in the 
staffing levels for complaint operators and dispatchers are necessary; how 
many personnel will be required to staff the Expeditor unit which will handle 
the bulk of non-mobile calls for service; and the volume of calls which can 
be referred to outside agencies. Third, the data base will permit the 
evaluator and the departments to determine the duration of the field test's 
experimental design phase by providing an indication of the calls for service 
workload. (Lower workloads will require a longer test period.) 

5. Preparation and Submission of Preli~inary Program Plan 

Each department will be required to submit a preliminary program plan to the 
NIJ for .review. The plan will describe the department's progress in under
taking the above mentioned activities and the anticipated organizational 
changes to respond to calls according to the new procedures, based on 
a preliminary analysis of calls for service \"lOrkload. This plan will be 
submitted by the end of the sixth month. While NI·J is reviewing this plan, 
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the departments will undertake the other activities described below to 
prepare for the implementation of the differential response system. 

6. Develop Procedures for Facilitating Implementation of 
the Differential Response System 

a. Develop Relationships with Outside Referral Agencies 

Since departments will be required to use outside referral agencies for 
certain calls for service, several activities will be necessary to establish 
working relationships with these agencies. These include: identifying the 
available non-police public and pr ivate agencies f such as animal control, 
crisis intervention units, detoxification centers, and utility canpanies; 
establishing communications with the appropriate managers of these agencies; 
determining the range of services they currently offer, their hours of 
availability, and their capacity for handling referred calls; and establish
ing agreements pertaining to the operating procedures for diverting calls to 
these agencies. The baseline data developed dur ing this phase will permit 
the departments to estimate the percentage and types of calls which the 
outside agencies can anticipate recelvlnq once the differential response 
system is implemented. Following the establishment of agreements with these 
agencies, each depa.rtment should dev'elop a directory of ~eferral agencies to 
be used by complaint operators and staff of the Expeditor Unit in referrinq 
ca~ls.. The directory should specify the operating procedures, eligibility 
crlterla, and hours of availability of the outside agencies. The department 
should also develop procedures for amending thlS directory as services 
provided by the referral agencies change or are no longer available and as 
new agencies are added • 

b. Develop Procedures for the Expeditor unit 

Each department will be required to develop procedures for the operations of 
an Expeditor Unit (i.e., complaint report writing unit) canprised of indivi
duals who will be responsible for handling calls screened by complaint 
operat?r~ as appropr iate. for no~-mobile responses. Staffing and appropr iate 
sUFervlslon of the Expedltor Unlt will be the responsibility of each police 
department. Staffing options might include use of sworn officers, civilian 
employees, or volunteers. (While the NIJ test funds cannot be used to pay 
for the salaries of the Expeditor Unit, some of the test funds can be used to 
support the equipment-related expenses of the Unit such as telephone lines.) 
The location of the Expeditor Unit (Le., within communications or atlother 
division) will be left to the discretion of each department. However, 
departments will be required to implement procedures to fac ili tate close 
working relationships between the Expeditor Unit and the communications 
division. 
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The Expeditor Unit will, at a mlnlmum, be responsible, f~)[ handling calls 
which have been screened by the complaint operators as ellglble for telephone 
reporting. Additionally, it is anticipated that the Unit may handle calls 
eligible for referrals to outside agencies which cannot be completed by t~e 
complaint operators at call intake. ?iversio!"' of the,se calls to the Unlt 
would occur in situations where the lnform~:~~9n requHements n~c~ssar~.r.: to 
make a referral by the complaint operators are leng.t.J:lY· Il~ 3ddltlon y 1r a 
department selects mail-in reports as an option, the t:ni~ ..-muld be respon
sible for mailing out the appropriate forms and reV1eW.lng the completed 
forms. Also, if the department uses walk-in reporting, the Unit would ~e 
respons ible for taking these reports. However, placement of the re~pons:
bility for walk-in reporting within the unit would only appear appropr~ate 1f 
the department does not have neighborhood precincts. Departments Wh1Ch use 
appointment scheduling as an option for delayed mobile response may want to 
consider having the unit schedule an appointment with the caller and then 
refer th is information to the appropr iate di spatcher, who would inform the 
patrol units of the calls requiring this response. 

Departments which have used Expeditor units, for telephone reporting have 
handled these calls in one of three ways. Flrst, some departments request 
that citizens call the Unit directly after the complaint operator has deter
mined that the call is appropriate for the Unit. Second, in,some depart
ments, appropriate calls are referred directly by th~ ~omplalnt ,operator ,to 
the Unit at the initial point of contact with the cltlzen. ThlS me~hanlsm 
assures that contact with thl~ citizen is maintained. And third, ln some 
departments, a call back system is used whereby the complaint oP,era~or 
obtains the phone number of the citizen and advises him ~hat the Unlt w.lll 
call him back. This mecha'!ism avoids the problem of havlng too, many te~e
phone reports at a given pariod of time and too few at other perlods of tlme 
and thus enables the unit to better manage the workload. T~e test depa:t
ments have the option of selecting the appropr iate mechanlsm, for taklng 
telephone reports. However, since a critical feature of,alte~natlve re~~nse 
techniques· is citizen convenience, the first option, ln WhlCh the cltlZen 
must call the department twice, would appear to be less preferable than the 
other two options for telephone reporting. 

7. Coordination of Data Needs 

It is anticipated that the departments will need to revise the call intake 
forms used by complaint operators to reflect the elements of ~he new call 
classification scheme and the new response alternatives. They will a~so need 
to develop forms for the Expeditor Unit. Since much of the data requlred for 
tne evaluation of the program will be extracted from these forms, the evalu
ator will collaborate with the departments in developing the data e~eme~ts to 
be included in these forms. This will prevent unnecessary dupllcatlOn of 
data collection efforts and will ensure that special data needs related to 
the evaluation can be integrated into the departments' regular data collec
tion process. For example, as part of the evaluator's effort to develop a 
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data base useful for interpreting the results of the test program and to 
ensure the integrity of the experimental evaluation, it would be important to 
require each complaint operator to record on the call intake form whether the 
designated response under the experimental procedures was provided to the 
citizen. This information would provide a useful check on complaint operator 
adherence to experimental procedures and citizen acceptance of the designated 
response. 

8. Preparation and Submission of Final Program Plan for 
NIJ Review 

The concluding activity of this component involves the preparation of a final 
plan by each department for the administration of the differential response 
system for NIJ review. The plan will describe the department's overall 
progress in undertaking the task activities called for in this component. It 
would include, for example, any suggested modifications in program proce~ures 
based on NIJ's review of the preliminary program plan; the final analysis of 
the baseline data; a description of the structure, functions, and staffinq 
levels for the Expeditor Unit, and the department's efforts to establish 
agreements with outside referral agencies: and the new forms developed in 
consultation with the evaluator. 

C. Implementation of the Differential Response System 

Implementation of the differential response system over the ten month imple
mentation period involves three elements: generating support for the pro
gram; training of personnel; and monitoring the activities of communi
cations personnel and the Expedi tor Unit in administer ing the differential 
response system. 

1. Generating Support for the Program 

The departments will be required to undertake appropr iate acti...,i ties to 
facilitate acceptance of the program by personnel within the departments. 
This would involve briefing all command personnel and units within the police 
department on the scope of the program and the resultant changes in operating 
procedures. 

2. Training of Personnel 

Training will be provided to complaint operators, dispatchers, staff of the 
Expeditor Unit, and first line supervisors of patrol officers. Complaint 
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operators will receive training on the evaluation design procedures for 
assigning the appropr iate type of response to calls, and on communication 
skills to assure that citizens are provided adequate explanations of the 
designated response. Training of dispatchers will focus on assuring that 
they understand department policy on the time frame and procedures for 
dispatching calls requiring immediate and delayed mobile responses. The 
training of the Expedi tor staff will focus on report wr i ting skills and 
communication skills. Also, training for communications staff and Expeditor 
staff might involve field observation of patrol officer resp:mses to calls 
for service. Traininq of the first line supervisors of the patrol officers 
is necessary to ensure that they have a clear undE:'rstandinq of the types of 
calls which will be handled by field officers under the neVI procedures. 

3. Differential Response System Activities 

Following completion of the training activities, each department will imple
ment the differential response system. During this period, complaint opera
tors will be required to evaluate each citizen-initiated call for service in 
terms of the dimensions of the call classification scheme in order to assign 
the call to the appropriate classificatjon category and determine the appro
priate response. All calls which are classified into categories which 
require an immediate mobile response will be referred to the dispatchers. 
As indicated in the Evaluation Issues section, the remaining non-critical 
calls for service will be randomly assigned to receive either the new 
response alternatives (experimental group) or traditional response alterna
tives (control group) • Calls which are classified into categories which are 
elig ible for d~layed 'mobile response will either receive a del2yed mobile 
response (experimental group) or an immediate mobile response (control 
group). For those calls which will be delayed, the complaint operator would 
inform the citizen of this response and the expected arrival time of the unit 
and refer the call to the dispatcher, who would then dispatch a unit within 
the designated time f:arne. Similarly, for those calls which will be handled 
in the tr adi tional fashion, the complaint operator would inform the ci tizen 
that his call will be responded to immediately and would refer the call to 
the dispatcher for immediate dispatch. 

Calls classified into categories which are eligible for non-mobile responses 
will either receive the appropr iate non-mobile response option (i.e., tele
phone reporting or referral) or the department's traditional response (either 
immediate mobile response or delayed mobile response, depending upon current 
policy) • For those calls which will be handled by the non-mobile response 
options, the complaint operator would inform the citizen of the a?propr i~te 
procedures, and where appropr iate, div'ert the call to the Expedltor Unlt. 
For exa,ple, the caller would be request~~ to walk in to the station house to 
file a report or would be refer rea to the Expedi tor Unit for a telephone 
report. For those calls which will receive the tradition?l response ~i:e., 
immediate mobile response), the complaint operator would lnform the Cl tlzen 
of the designated response and refer the r.all to the dispatcher. Procedures 
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for implementing the random assignment process will be developed at each site 
through negotiations with NIJ, site representatives, and the evalu2:or. 

The dispatch or communications supervisor will be required to continually 
monitor the calls which have been assigned to receive either immediate mobile 
responses or delayed mobile responses to ensure that departmental policy for 
these responses is met. 

The Expedi tor Unit will handle the calls which have been screened by the 
complaint operators as appropriate for the·ir unit. At a minimum, this 
will include telephone reports and referrals which cannot be processed by the 
complaint operator. Depending upon departmental procedures, the unit might 
also handle calls eligible for mail-in reporting, walk-in reporting, and 
appointment scheduling. 

It is an tic ipated that ci tizens migh t refuse to r ece'ive the response al ter
n~tive called for under the experimental design. For example, a citizen 
might demand that a patrol unit be dispatched for a non-critical call which 
'under the random ass ignment procedures is des ignated to receive a non-mobile 
response. In these cases, the complaint operator should provide the response 
alternative requested by the citizen, either an immediate or delayed re
sponse, as deemed appropriate. 

The first month of the program activities (month nine) will serve as a pre
test period of the experimental procedures. During this period, any neces
sary modifications in the call classification scheme, response alternatives, 
and random assignment procedures will be made. Following this pre-test 
period, the departments will be required to provide supervision and in
service training to ensure that communications personnel and staff of the 
Expeditor Unit adhere to the new call classification and response procedures. 
In order to maintain the integrity of the evaluation design, complaint 
operators will be required to provide wr itten explanations of calls for 
service which result in deviations from the exper imental procedures. The 
supervisor of the communications unit should periodically monitor complaint 
operators' conversations with citizens to ensure that citizens are provided 
adequate explanations of the response alternatives. In-service training 
should be provided to address any problems which might arise. Ongoing 
supervision of the Expeditor Unit and in-service training will be required 
to enSlJre that the staff of the Unit has adequate phone communications and 
report writing skills and adequate knowledge of the existing referral 
agencies' procedures. 
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IV. EVALUATION ISSUES 

The purposes of this section are to present the analytic framework and 
evaluation objectives of the field test program and to provide a discus
sion of the evaluation design requirements. An independent organization will 
be selected by the NIJ to conduct the evaluation. The evaluation grantee 
will work closely with the program staff in each site to collect the data 
required by the evaluation design. A full description of the evaluation 
effort will be set forth in the NIJ solici taUon for the evaluation of the 
field test. 

A. Analytic Framework 

Through the implementation of a process and outcome evaluation in each site, 
the evaluation will examine the extent to which the test sites achieved lhe 
action goals and objectives of the differential police response to calls for 
service field test as del.i.neated in Section II. 

The primary purpose of the process evaluation will be to document the degree 
to which the differential response system was implemented as planned. While 
it is anticipated that the departments selecteCi to implement the field test 
are those best suited to achieve the goal and objectives of the program 
(based upon the ;::urrent needs of their police departments and their demon
strated willingness to undertake the program requirements), past field test 
exper iences have shown that the process of program implementation often 
results in changes in the program design. While some of these changes 
may be necessary to improve the feasibility of the desigr. ~ased on local 
variations across departments, others may result from unexpected changes in a 
jurisdiction--for instance, an increase in the volume of calls for service 
--and essentially are expected to represent necessary compromises. The 
process evaluation, in providing detailed documentation of the process of 
implementation and changes which occurred in test sites, is cr itical for 
determining whether the program is responsible for the observed outcomes. 
Also, the process evaluation is essential for identifying factors which are 
related to goal attainment and those which impede program implementation: and 
unanticipated side effects of the program. The identification of these 
issues is important for an understanding of the necessary conditions for 
implementing sim~lar programs in other jurisdictions. 
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The pr imary focus of the outcome evaluation will be on improvements in the 
efficiency of the calls for service function and effects of the differential 
response system on citizen satisfaction. The evaluation will involve estab
lishing the linkages between the findings of the process and outcome evalua
tion. Of special concern will be the consideration of possible non-program
matic interpretation of observed outcomes. 

B. Evaluation. Objectives 

There are three pr imary evaluation objectiyes of the field test program: 

1. To Assess the Impact of the Differential Response System 
on Police Practices 

It has been a recurrent theme of this test document that the development and 
implementation of a differential response system for managing calls for 
service will have a significant impact on current operations of police 
departments. While a differential response system should be expected 
to have a major impact on the communications division of a department, it 
will also affect patrol operations. To the extent that the communications 
division is able to successfully implement differential responses and 
thereby achieve greater efficiency in managing the calls for service demand, 
patrol resources traditionally devoted to cal~s for service activities should 
be reduced and, in turn, can be used for other accivities. The evaluation 
will be concerned pr imar ily with assessing the changes which occur in the 
communications division and the associated changes in patrol activities 
related to responding to calls for service. However, the evaluation will 
also document the ways in which individual officers make use of freed up time 
for non-calls for service activities which might occur as a result of the 
implementation of the differential response system. As noted in Section II, 
departments are strongly encouraged not to undertake formal new programs for 
using freed up time during the field test period. Should departments under
take such programs, the evaluation will not be concerned with assessing their 
impact. Rather, the evaluation activities in this area will be limited to 
describing the nature of these programs. 

Both process and outcome ni.-aasures ",;ill be collected by the evaluator to 
address this evaluation objective. 

a. Process Component· 

The process component will encompass the activities undertaken dur ing the 
pre-implementation and program implementation periods. During the pre-imple-
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mentation period, the evaluator will observe the planning activities under
taken to develop a uniform differential response model and new call intake 
procedures; the tr;;.ining sessions provided to police managers, comml1:-.i.::Eltions 
personnel, and staff of the Expeditor Unit; the e_fforts undertaken by eae;h 
department in implementing the new call classification procedures; establish
ing and analyzing the baseline data on the calls for service workload; and 
developing the procedures, guidelines, and organizational modifications for 
facilitating program implementation. Three issues are of particular interest 
during this phase of the evaluation. The first is the nature of the call 
classif ication scheme developed by the police managers and the extent to 
which it differs from ths traditional classification schemes used by these 
departments. The evaluator will also identify the factors that contribute to 
the development of a new call classification scheme and any constraints which 
impede it.s development. The second area of interest is the extent to which 
the response alternatives selected by the police managers differ from the 
traditional responses used by these departments. The third area of interest 
is the adequacy and types of training provided to personnel on the new call 
intake procedures and the nature and ramifications of the organizational 
modifications undertaken to facilitate the implementation of the differential 
response system, 

During the implementation period, the evaluator will document the proce3s of 
implementation and the degree to which the differential response rr.odel, as 
developed dur ing the pre-implementation per iad, was if!lpl-emented as planned. 
Several issues are of particular interest dur irHl-Un.:S phase of the evalua
tion. The first· involves communicati5)ns~personnel adherence to the new 
call classification scheme and experArnental procedures for assigning response 
alternatives, as indicated by/the percentage of calls which receive a re
sponse which deviates frgm-policy guidelines. The second area of interest is 
the extent to Iflhieh -the call intake procedures result in more accurate 
classification of calls as indicatea by the percentage of calls which are 
reclassified upon officer arrival at the incident. The third area of inter
est is the degree of understanding and acceptance of the program by communi
cations personnel, Expeditor staff, and patrol officers. 

The fourth area of interest is adequacy of the in-service training and 
supervisory practices of communications personnel and staff of the Expeditor 
unit. The final area of interest is the identification of other factors 
which might account foi any modifications in the differential response 
system. These mighr(:fnclude, but are not limited to, changes in the volume 
and nature of citizen-initiated calls for service, communications and Expe
di tor personnel tur nover, the way in which supervisory personnel communi
cate the goals and requirements of the program to both communications person
nel and patrol officers, citizen resista~ce to the new procedures, and 
changes in the referral practices of outside agencies. 
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b. Outcome Component 

Under this component, the evaluator will address the extent to which the test 
sites achieved the first program action goal: 

• To increase the efficiency of ~he calls for service 
function, through attainment of the following objec-. 
tives: 

To assur e that calls for service of q rea ter 
urgency receive priority treatment;~-

To reduce the rate of non-critical calls for 
service handled by immediate mobile responses; 

To increase the rate of non-critical calls for 
service handled by delayed mobile responses; 

To increase the rate of non-critical cCl,lls for 
service handied by non-mobile responses; and 

To increase the amount of officer time available 
for non-calls for ser.vice activities. 

The types of questions to be addressed in examininq this goal and its objec
tives include, but are not limited to: 

Does the program result in a reduction in the 
rate of calls for service traditionally, but no 
longer, handled by immediate mobile response? 

Does the proqram result in an increase in the 
rate of calls for service handled by delayed 
mobile responses? 

Does the program result in an increase in the 
r ate of calls for service handled by non-mobile 
responses? 

Does the program result in quicker response 
times (both delay and travel time) for calls of 
greater urgency? 

Does the program result in a change 
time (travel time and time on scene) 
categories of calls? 

in s.ervice 
for given 

Does the program result in a change in patrol 
unit utilization (fraction of ti~e patrol unit is 
commi tted to responding to calls for service 
during its tour of duty)? 
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Does the program result in a change in officer 
workload utilization (ratio of calls for service 
workload to number of available~ off icer hour s 
or patrol unit utilization factor divided by the 
number of officers per unit)? 

. Does the program result in an - increase in the 
amount of time available for non-calls for 
service activities? 

Does the program result in changes in the fre
quency of calls for service for various cate
gories of calls? 

Does the program appear to have an effect on 
arrest and clearance rates? 

What are the costs of implementing a differential 
response system? 

2. To Assess the Impact of the Bifferential Response System 
on Citizens 

-: ~- .. -

The evaluator will address the: extent to wh ich the test sites ach ieve the 
second progr am action goal,:- " 

., To maintain or improve citizen satisfaction, through 
the attainment o,f the following objectives: 

To provide satisfactory explanations to citizens 
at call intake on the nature of police response 
to their calls; and 

To provide satisfactory responses to citizens 
for resolving their calls iO'r'serv{ce ~',. -

rrhe types of questions to be addressed in examining this goal and its objec .... '
',Uves include, but are not limited to: 

Are citizens satisfied with the handling 6f 
their calls by complaint operat£rsat-"call 
intake? 

How does citizen satisfaction with the differen
tial response' strategies compare to ci tizen 
sa tisfaction wi th the tradi tional re sponse 
strategies, for given categories of calls? 
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For similar categories of calls, does citizen 
satisfact ion wi th the di fferen tial response 
strategie~ vary by type of response option 
used? 

,,< 

The evaluator will assess citizen responses to the program by conducting 
surveys of citizens who ;equested police services and by analyzih~ the 
frequency of citizen refusals of alternative responses and the frequency 
of citizen complaints to the police departments. This assessment will 
provide further empirical documentation of citizen satisfaction based on 
actual experience with a range of alternative responses for a range of 
citizen calls. 

3. To Assess the Transferability of the Program 

" 

In assessing the transferability of the differential response sy§'tem to other 
police departments, the evaluation will determine whether the test sites 
achieved the action g03ls and objectives of the field test and identify~ the 
conditions which facilitated~or impeded goal achievement. As noted at the 
outset of this section, the process evaluation will document the extent to 
which the differential res:)()nse system was implemented as planned. Should 
any ofJhe test sites experience implementation problems which cannot 
be ove.feane, the process evaluation would identify the character istics of 
sites and departments which should be avoided in future replication efforts. 
At the same time, the process evaluation would serve to identify the charac
teristics of departments or cities which would be favorable settings for the 
implementation of a differential response system. In addition, through 'che 
analyses of process and outcome measures, the evaluat i.on will be able to 
determine any necessary refinements in th~ eleme[lts of the differential 
response system. 

·C.!!:valuation Design 

In order to assess the effects of the differential response to calls for 
service program on police practices and on citizen satisfaction, an experi
mental a.sign will be implemented in each police department during the 
program implementation period. Under this design, non-critical calls for 
service will be randomly assigned to receive either the new response alterna
tives (experimental group) or the traditional response alternatives (control 

" group) • The use of this experimental design involving random assignment is 
required since it is the only method for ensur ing that the evaluation yields 
defini, te conclusions about the programeffeccts. It minimizes' the chance that 
significant pre-program differences-,;~such as. variations in the characteris-. 
tics of complaint operators, will exist in' the two groups, and it assures 
that these groups will be e~posed to the same environmental changes except 
for the treatment cond~~~6ns. Therefore, it reduces the possibility that 
non-program factors,,' such as changes in citizen composition of neighborhoods 
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or changes in non-calls for service po.l-i:ce pr act ices , will be interpreted as 
pr:ogram effects._-.- .. ;-

Unde: this design, each complaTnt operator will, use both the new respons.e;. 
.---~lternativ~s and traditional response alternatives on a random basis durinq 

the course of the exper:iment for re..zponding to non-critical calls for 
service. As calls are received,'Erach complaint operator will collect the 
necessary Lnformation from citizens to classify calls according to the 
dimensions 6f the uniform call classification scheme. Calls which are 
classified into categbries which require an immediate ~ob;le<~esponse 
(critical calls)· will be referred to the dispatcher and wiJ.l..C"not be part of 
the experiment. The remaining "on-cr i tical calls which are classified into 
categories for which the response alternatives of delayed mobile Lesponse or 
non-mobile responses are available will serve as the starting point of ,tbG: 
experiment. Based on a random number system, calls which have b,e!'in~'5i';~~i
f~ied by the complaint operator into categories which aree4g:it.l~'<for delayed 
mobile response will either receive a delayed m.9Pi1ce.+;tesPonse (exper lmental 
group) or the department IS traditional E,e,Ei,pcmse-'-6f immediate mobile response 
(control group). Similarly, c3:U·s,wh"lch have beer. classified by the com
plaint operator into ca.t~Qd:es"·which are eligible for non-mobile responses 
will either r%SE?t;s':::(ffe .a~propr iate non-mobile re~pons~ (exper ~mental grouPh 
or t~e .dE-pa,rtment s trad1t10nal response, such as 1mmed1ate mob11e response. 

_-:;:':-':''':';'"'J ~-

For example, referring to the different"ial response format on p. 20, an 
incoming burglary call would be classified fiito the major property loss/cold 
category for which a del<t1ed mobile response is possible. If, based on the 
r-andom number syst.em,' thi scalI fall,s into the exper imental gr oup and 
thus is to receive a delayed mobile resPonse, the citizen would.be,informea
that an officer will arrive within a certai~ time interval'('r.e":, within 
30-40 minutes). The canpl}~int oEC;:i:~at.:m:would reco~d this response on the 
call intake car.a and transmit it 'to the dispatcher, who would then dispatch 

_ ,9c_unit within the designated time period. On the other hand, if a similar ~
burgl~HY call is receivec1 by the same complaint operator, for example five 
mi.nutes later, and based on the random number syst8m, the call falls into the 
Gonteol group and thus is to recieve an immedf~te mobile response, the' 
citizen would be informed that a unit will be dispatched immediately (as if 
the delayed mobile response does not exist). The complaint operator would 
record this resI;onse on the call intake card and transmit it to the dis
patcher, who would send a unit immediately. 

27 It · . 
1S hkely that the definition of "traditional" response might 

vary across departments according to current procedur es for handling calls. 
For example, if under the new call classification procedures, it is deter
mined that a larceny could be handled by a non-mobile response and Department 
A currently responds to th is type of call by immediate mobile response ,then 
this response would be its "trad.i.tional" response. However, if Department 
B currently responds to a larceny by delayed mobile response, then th is 
response would be its "traditional" response. 
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Similarly, ·an incoming larceny call would be classified into the minor 
property loss/cold category for which a non-mobi~~~J:~sp6nse such as telephone 
reporting is possible. If based on the.,,+;~nd-orlf;'flumber system, this call falls 
into 1.:.he experimental group and thqs<"r,s'""eligible for telephone, reporting, the 
citizen would be informedtha,t;:'nf~' call will be referred to the Expedi tor 
Un~t. On the other hand, wh;~n a similar larceny call is received by the sam-:
complaint operator, for/.;~~ample ten minutes later, and based on the random 
number sys,tem" the cP;.l" falls into the control group and is tc be handled in 
the traditional manner of immediate mobile response, the citizen would be 
informed t.hat::::'iieU'nit will be dispatched immediately (as if the Expeditor Unit 
does'116t"~xist) • ' This information would be transmitted to the dispatcher, who 

. ~bU-ld then dispatch the call immediately. Drawing from the differential 
response format, the experimental design procedures are illustrated in Figure 
2. 

The implementation of this evaluation design will permit reliable canparisons 
between non-critical calls handled in the traditional IQanner and non-critic~l 
calls hand:)..ed by the alternative response techniques fn" terms of the police 
efficiency measures and citizen satisfaction measuresindicSlt"ed on pp. 31-32. 
These compar isons Nill address the question of whether greater efficiency in 
tHe calls for service function can be achieved without jeopardizing ci tizen 
satisfaction. 

It is anticipated that the expe.r imental design will _be ill..._ecoffect dur ing the 
day and afternoon shifts·~--However! the exfehr~to which it",.,o.wni occur on the 
midnight shift depends upon "!,,:!ther the participating departments choose to 
operate the Expeditor Unit during thIs shift. The duration of the experiment 
will depend on the time fra.'iIe necessary to generate the requisite nwnber of 
calls within each category of thE: classification scheme to provide for an 
adequate level of statistical power for the analyses to be conducted. 
The final sample sizes within each category might be reduced as a result of 
citizen refusals to accept the designated, response. The baseline data 
developed by each department dur ing the pH!-implementation per iad will serve 
as the basis for determining the dur at ion of the exper imental design. 

To facilitate implementation of this evalution design, dur ing the pre-imple
mentation period activities all complaint operaterswill rece~ve appropriate 
training on the design requirements. In addition, the evaluator will assist 
the police departments in devising a random number system for complaint 
operator assignment of non-critical calls to either the experimental or 
control groups. In departments which do not have computer aided dispatch, 
possible/mechanisms might involve either having stacks of pre-coded labels. or 
pre-pr inted radio cards which indicate the appropr iate response for each of 
the call categories. In departments which have computer aided dispatch, the 
assignment of' calls to either the experimental or control gI'OUPS could be 
accanplished through programming changes. 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION AND NIJ SUPPORT 

A. Implementation 

The proposed test effort has been designed for iMp:!.3I!1entation with in three 
jur isdictions. The test is designed in two stages over an l8-month period 
(see Figure 3). The initial staqe, the pre-impl~mentation stage, will 
involve up to eight months of planning, training, data collection activities, 
and program plan review by the NIJ, for the purposes of developing a differ
ential response model and developing a differential response capability. The 
second stage will involve implementing the different tal response activities 
and will extend over a maximum of ten months. 

A separate grant will be awarded by NIJ to an independent firm to evaluate 
the field test. The evaluation will extend for 24 months. This time frame 
will enable the evaluators to observe both phases of the program and spend an 
additional six months analyzing the data and preparing the final report. 

B. NIJ Support to Participating Departments 

NIJ support will be provided in the form of training anCl financial assis
tance. A consulting firm will be retained by the Institute to provide 
implementation assistance to the participating departments. Support will 
include training for communications personnel (operators and dispatchers), 
staff of the Expeditor Unit, and field supervisory personnel~ consultant 
services to aid the departments in the planning and implementation of the 
program components~ and various conferences and meetings to enable selected 
program participants from each department to discuss problems and issues of 
mutual concern. Funds will also be included to support ~~search utilization 
efforts such as hosting visiting police officials so they may observe program 
operations. 

Funds will be made available to each participating department for the 18-
month per iad to cover a project director and management analyst~ telephone 
service costs to support the Expeditor Unit~ participation of police manag
ers, communications persoi~nel, staff of Expeditor Unit, and field supervisory 
personnel in training provided by the NIJ training contractor~ and other 
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FIGURE 3 
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training costs not provided by the training contractor. The Institute will 
determine the amount of funding to be provided to each site based on an 
assessment of several factors, including the current state of development of 
the department's call screeening system and the volume of call for service 
workload. 
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VI. SITE SELECTION 

The site selection cr iteria are divided into two categories. The first 
category consists of those cr i teria which are considered essential for the 
successful development and implementation of the differential police response 
to calls for service field test program. The second category consists of a 
criterion which, while not essential, would enhance the validity of the 
evaluation findings of the field test program. 

A. Criteria Cunsidered Essential to. Program Development and 
Implementation 

• The prospective site must be a city police department 
serving a population between 100,000 to 500,000. 

• The prospective department must have direct control 
over dispatch operations for police services. 

• The prospective department must not currently be in 
the process of implementing either computer aided 
dispatch or 911 and must not be anticipating imple
menting either of these during the Held t(st period. 
This cr iter ion does not pr eclude departments which 
already have these systems operational. 

• The prospective department must not have any organi
zational, political, or legal constraints that would 
impede the process of implementation. These include, 
but are not restr ic'ted to: contractual prohibitions; 
opposition fran the local police union; and absence of 
an approved Equal Employment Opportunity Plan. 

• The prospective department must not have, or be in 
bhe process of implementing, any other programs which 
would impede the evaluation of the field test. 

• There must be an indication of interest and coopera
t ion and wr itten c:ommi tment from key officials (mayor 
or city manager) supporting the police chief's inter
est in the program. 
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B. 

• The prospective depari:ment must agree to provide neces
sary personnel for staffing the Expeditor Unit and for 
supervising the Unit. 

• The prospective department must provide a profile of 
its ci tizen-ini tiated calls for service workload, 
preferably for the most recent 12-month period. At a 
minimum, this profile should include: 

The number and percentage of calls for service for 
each signal code used by the department by time of 
day (by hour, if available, or by watch); and 

The types of response strategies presently used. 

It is also desirable that the departments provide the 
following data elements, if available: 

Response time def ined by two intervals: delay time 
(time between receipt of call and dispatch of a 
unit) and travel time (time between dispatch of a 
unit and arrival of the unit} for calls, by signal 
code; and 

The number and percentage of calls for service (by 
signal codes, if available) handled by immediate 
mobile, delayed mobile, and non-mobile techniques. 

• The prospective department must agree to participate 
in a planning process with the other selected sites 
following grant award, for the purposes of obtaining 
consensus on a uniform call classification scheme and 
on a certain level of uniformity in the types of re
sponses for given categories of calls. 

• The prospective department must agree to participate 
in the evaluation of the field test and adhere to the 
evaluation design requirements. 

Criterion Facilitating Evaluation of the Field Test Program 

The following criterion, while not considered 
enhance the validity of the program findings. 
as a preferred criterion which will be applied 
candidates who meet the essential criteria spelled 

essential, would greatly 
It should be considered 

if there are a number of 
out above. 

• Preference will be given to departments which agree 
not to undertake formal new progr ams dur ing the field 
test period for using the freed up time which might 
result fran the implementation of a differential response 
system. 
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GLOSSARY 

Appointment Response: Response by a patrol unit at a designated time 
arranged with the citizen. 

Beat: A designated geographic area to which a single patrol car is assigned. 
Also called sector in some departments. 

Calls for Service Workload: Number of calls for service responded to by a 
patrol unit weighted by corresponding service times. 

Citizen-Initiated Calls for Service: All requests for police assistance 
made by citizens, including alarms, and received by the communications 
center. For purpose of the field test, this def ini tion does not include 
on-view incidents requiring police intervention. 

Critical Calls: Calls for service where an immediate or emergency police 
response is necessary to prevent or treat In] ur ies or, interdict cr ~inal 
activities. Most in-progress calls where suspects or eVldence are avall~ble 
would be considered critical. These .. are time critical calls where an offlCer 
can take some kind of prevention, deterrence, or apprehension action, or 
provide other emergency services. 

Delay Time: Length of time between when a call for service ,is received 
by the police and when a radio dispatcher dispatches a patr~l unlt to handle 
the call. It includes two intervals: the length of tlme between when 
a call is received by the complaint operator and when sent to the dispatcher, 
and the length of time between when the dispatcher receives the call and 
dispatches a patrol unit. 

Delayed Mobile Response: Response to a call for service by a patrol unit 
which is not an immediate response. There are two options for delayed mobile 
response: 1) response within 30-40 minutes, or 2) appointment response. 

Eff iciency: Extent to which citizen-initiated calls for service workload 
can be handled at a minimum cost in resources. 

Expeditor unit: A unit wi th in the department which will handle calls re
quir ing non-mobile responses. At a minimum, the unit will handle telephone 
reports and referrals to non-police agencies. It might also handle mail-in 
and walk-in reports. 

Immediate Mobile Response: 
as soon as possible. 

Response to calls for service by a patrol unit 

Mobile Response: Response to calls for service by a patrol unit. 

Non-calls for Service Activities: Patrol resources which are not used 
for responding to calls for service. Includes administrative taSkS,; ,Of~ic
er-initiated activities; and preventive or directed patrol actlvltles. 
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Non-cr itical Calls: Calls for service which require a response by either 
poli~e or other non-police agency but not on an immediate or emergency 
basis. 

Non-mobile Response: Response to calls which can be handled by"telephone 
reports, walk-in reports in response to police direction, mail-in reports, 
and referrals to non-police agencies. 

Officer Workload Utilization: Ratio of calls for service workload to number 
of available officer hours or, equivalently, the patrol unit utilization 
factor divided by the number of officers per unit. 

Patrol Unit: Any police vehicle or other unit normally assigned to call 
response, i.e., cruiser, wagon, foot, mounted, scooter, motorcycle, marine 
unit. 

Patrol Unit Utilizat.!.on: Fraction of time a patrol unit is responding to 
calls for service dur ing an eight hour tour or, equivalently, the ratio of 
calls for service workload to number of available unit hours. 

Response Time: Length of time between when a call for service is made 
and when a patrol unit arrives at the scene of the incident. It includes 
delay and travel time. 

Service Time: Length of time between when a dispatcher sends a patrol 
unit to handle a call and when the unit indicates that the service is 
completed. It includes travel time and on-scene time. 

Travel Time: Length of time between when a dispatcher sends a patrol unit 
to handle a call and when the unit arr ives at the scene of the incident. 
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